Auto Burial To Highlight Faire’s Closing

By CRAIG TURNER
The Star Student Union (SSU) has...
The students and professor of Humanities 168 deserve congratulations for their conception and operation of Survival Faire. Undoubtedly one of the most successful and important events in SJ's history, the long-week communication probably has turned millions of heads before it completes its run.

Only one thing could mar an otherwise unblemished record — and that would be a confrontation at today's car burial. We don't need it.

While many of the arguments for not burying the car are equally valid as those for burying it, the fact remains that the car was bought by those who intend to live in it for years. This group has committed itself to the burial, and for them to do anything else with it would be a cop-out. We believe they are right. Burying the 1970 car today is a fitting climax to the Faire. A responsibility of significant proportions has been lost to many individuals both on and off campus.

For much more than a Ford Maverick will be buried today. A whole life style will be dropped into that pit. What else would make the Ronald Reagan of this world get so agitated?

To those who say the burial is a waste, we reply that nothing which draws the attention of a good cause that Survival Faire has drawn is a waste. It is, we hope, simply a shibboleth that will be overcome with dirt. But a resolution is needed to replace the automobile in American life, and all resolutions are painful.

Burying the car is a sacrifice, but it is one we must make.

Staff Comment

Preach On, Hypocrites

By GEOFF EASTMAN

Steady and wasting it all.

Across the campus Someone is burying a car.

Five hundred dollars, And covering it up.

Little things Really say "For those who say the burial is a waste, we reply that nothing which draws the attention of a good cause that Survival Faire has drawn is a waste. It is, we hope, simply a shibboleth that will be overcome with dirt. But a resolution is needed to replace the automobile in American life, and all resolutions are painful.

Burying the car is a sacrifice, but it is one we must make.
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Little things Really say "For those who say the burial is a waste, we reply that nothing which draws the attention of a good cause that Survival Faire has drawn is a waste. It is, we hope, simply a shibboleth that will be overcome with dirt. But a resolution is needed to replace the automobile in American life, and all resolutions are painful.

Burying the car is a sacrifice, but it is one we must make.

Editorial

More of you walked, rode a bicycle this morning? The theory behind this question is this: since many of us are not in their cars today, we are now in better touch with the earth. Our awareness of the earth is heightened.

Question: How many of you walked, rode a bicycle this morning? The theory behind this question is this: since many of us are not in their cars today, we are now in better touch with the earth. Our awareness of the earth is heightened.

One word: Bury the damned car!! Then we'll make a difference.銷

Thrust and Parry

Bury a 1970 Ford Maverick?

"Buy a Clunker"

Editor:

I would suggest that Survival Faire was more than a burial of an old car. The purpose served by the Faire was to bring home to those who attended the event the concept of man's responsibility. The destruction of our own earth is a major responsibility. All of us are responsible for our actions and the results of those actions.

Mr. Ewing, who has been instrumental in the anti-nuclear movement, has said, "I don't believe we will cause our own destruction. Only a madman would try to destroy the world."

To those who say the burial is a waste, I would reply that this is the waste of the automobile. The pollution of the atmosphere by automobile exhaust is a major problem in this country. The destruction of the automobile is a fitting climax to the Faire.

"Guilty of Exploitation"

If burying a new car on the campus is for the purpose of generating headlines and personal-aggrandizement, then Survival Faire may have failed in its purpose.

But to suggest that Survival Faire fails in its purpose because it fails to use the automobile as a symbol of pollution is a cheap shot. The students of SJS have accomplished much more than this. They have created a strength and an atmosphere of destruction of values central to a way of life. We might pause to ask, if, aside from the pollution problem, are we not destroying our own common good? Are we not destroying the natural and the created world?

Is it not the automobile that is destroying our common good? Is it not the automobile that is destroying the earth?

If enough of the screamers will come to the attention of the administration, the automobile can be used to solve the problem of pollution.

"Ash Can of History"

Editor:

The coexistence of agriculture being produced by the burials of an industrial machine seems rather ironic. But the overproduction of value extrinsic to a way of life is a problem which the students have not ignored.

Our individual interests are best served when the coexistence of agriculture is recognized. To the problem of the automobile there is a solution. The society which would not permit the automobile to become a part of the earth's fabric would be one in which there is no automobile. A society which values itself above the land it is a part of would be one in which the automobile is a part of the land it is a part of. A society which values itself above the land it is a part of would be one in which the automobile is a part of the land it is a part of.

If we can continue to breathe clean air, we all must proceed as a joint, unified force — before it's too late.

Survival Faire was finished at SJS. People are now distressed that its purpose is finished. But what do we do now? Students were disturbed during and now after the Faire that it did so well, that our automobiles would not last the world is slowly turning its eyes.

Three persons believe SJSS did its part in the world continues to stagnate. Survival Faire, and now our interest is clear that progressive SJS once again led the way.

It may be that these regrets are right. If this campus, a representative microcosm of a city, can live the survival techniques practiced by the Faire, an example can be made.

If we all want to continue to breathe clean air, we all must proceed as a joint, unified force — before it's too late.

"The geology of San Pedro Bay is much more stable and has nothing in common with the Santa Barbara Channel."

— Oil Company Spokesman

Survival Faire is finished at SJS. People are now distressed that its purpose is finished. But what do we do now? Students were disturbed during and now after the Faire that it did so well, that our automobiles would not last the world is slowly turning its eyes.

Three persons believe SJSS did its part in the world continues to stagnate. Survival Faire, and now our interest is clear that progressive SJS once again led the way.

It may be that these regrets are right. If this campus, a representative microcosm of a city, can live the survival techniques practiced by the Faire, an example can be made.

If we all want to continue to breathe clean air, we all must proceed as a joint, unified force — before it's too late.
Faire Panel Probes 'Rape of the Earth'  

Mr. MILEY DAVY Daily Investigative Reporter

The rape of the earth is a constant, and the planet itself is in constant peril. And the crimes are many, many crimes, according to the Daily Investigative Reporter, who will be presenting a panel on this very subject in the College Union's Lorna Prince room from 4 p.m. community time.

The panel will include Dr. Donald Aitken, a medical student, and Martin Litton, a writer; Robert immediately, about the problem.

Dr. Aitken, of Mander and Associates, will present different aspects of the problem.

Mander, of Mander and Associates, will continue until the planet itself punishes the earth.

Litton, who works for a natural sciences research group, will do research on the matter. The three total earth, but the earth doesn't need to get so worked up about it.

The rape of the earth will continue.

Some companies spend eight times as much on ads as for regulation. Problems will arise, according to Elihu Harris, a law professor.

Harris said, "You do have to be concerned about the earth, but the earth doesn't need to get so worked up about it.

Harris added, "The rape of the earth will continue.

A drive to acquaint SJS students with important information on tenant's rights, the establishment of a tenants union, and the danger of just leveling, "added Aitken.

"Many of us have gotten out of the habit of just leveling," said Harris. "Many of us have gotten out of the habit of just leveling."

In considering the problem of ecology, Aitken added that "the earth doesn't need to get so worked up about it."

"You do have to be concerned about the earth," said Harris. "You do have to be concerned about the earth."

"The rape of the earth will continue," said Aitken.
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Flying Twenty Recruits Pilots For Aeronautics Competition

SSI may not be a basketball hotbed, but there is one team on this campus that is a recruitment success. The Flying Twenty, a notoriety aerobatic team annually takes students of pilots in the Pacific Coast Flying Association All its members are find North Coast men. The flying team includes three students. In the past, the team was comprised entirely of Flying Twenty members. However, the club is searching for non-Flying Twenty pilots. There are many, many pilots in this engine, who aren't wear with the Flying Twenty, they have their own job to do to the club, and we would like to give those people a chance to be in the club, too.

Career Days Signups for the Education Career Days will begin as of next Monday through April 8 in the Career Planning and Placement Center. 122 S. 3rd St. Student career representatives will be on campus March 7 and March 11. The career days will be publicized in Wednesday's Daily. 

Information Pollution Causes Needless Hazards

By FRED REMPF
Daily Feature Writer

Traffic light out here. It's a generation ahead of its major competitor. It's a generation ahead of its major competitor. It's a generation ahead of its major competitor.

Why are those men laughing? Find out on The Don Adams Special "Howdy for Hollywood", brought to you by Budweiser, the King of Beers. Thursday, February 25, CBS-TV, 8 p.m. EST.

Soldiers' Rights Topic For Inter-Faith Talks

The Rev. Sid Peterman, pastor of the Monterey, Calif. First United Methodist, is urging military, civilian conscientious objectors and other volunteers to attend a meeting to be held on Sunday afternoon in the First United Methodist Church, the meeting will be held at the church, 300 N. Third St. A section, talk-back and peace music will be included in the meeting.

The meeting provides opportunities for members of the community to discuss the causes and needs of the Vietnam Moratorium movement including lectures, rallies and the Vietnam Moratorium bacon. The Pacific Central District of the Universalist Unitarian Association (UUA) sponsored the meeting.

Further information on the meeting may be obtained by contacting Lea, Wilkin, 287-3361.
Eight Centuries Old, 'Robin Hood' Opens

The story of Robin Hood has captured the imagination of people for eight centuries. The adventures of the English hero were first staged at the University of Minnesota 80 years ago in a production by the acting company that later became the University of Minnesota Glee Club. The play will be presented in the 80th College Theatre in 8 p.m.

Additional performances can be seen tomorrow, as well as Thursday, at 8 p.m., and Tuesday and Friday at 8:30 p.m. All performances will be at the College Union Box Office from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Dr. Courtright Tidwell, professor of medieval literature at the University, said that the efforts of many students, created a unique production filled with music and action to "play the children's childhood stories." "The play," he said, "is written to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the University, and it will be brought on stage for the outside. Everyone will enjoy the shows that are organized." The music has been arranged by Dr. Tidwell, a dean of the University and a dean of the Department of Music.

Included in the cast are Cyril Bicket, a junior in the University; Marjorie Eagan, a senior in the University; and Donald Fink, a junior in the University. The music will be played by the Glee Club of Minneapolis.

JUDY COLLINS

Judy Collins will perform tomorrow in the College Union Auditorium, and she will also perform in the College Union Auditorium on February 18th and 19th.

The ticket prices for the Judy Collins concert will be $5.00, $4.00, and $3.00. The concert will be held in the College Union Auditorium.

FREE INTRODUCTORY SPEED READING LESSON

LEARN HOW YOU CAN READ FASTER WITH EQUAL OR BETTER COMPREHENSION.

- You'll discover various study methods and procedures.
- This is a Special One Hour Introductory Lesson.
- You'll learn the rate of your reading speed.
- You'll actually continue techniques that will increase your reading speed and comprehension.

As many students have found, learning to read faster will enable you to get more information in less time.

Tickets are limited. To reserve your place, contact us today! 213-271-0729.

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute
2116 Willow Street - 205
San Jose, Calif. 95112

NEW LOCATION CLOSE TO CAMPUS

ACADEMY OF BUSINESS
315 S. 2nd Street, San Jose

TONIGHT AT 8:00 P.M.
SATURDAY AT 10:00 A.M.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 293-7465
COLLECT OR DIRECT

SJS Faculty To Perform Free Beechhoff Concert

The first program of a musical series designed to feature student artists will be presented by the SJS Music Department. Friday, Feb. 14 at 8:30 p.m. in the Music Building Concert Hall.

The series, being performed to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the University, will consist of two concerts. The first will feature solo student members of the College music faculty, Clarence Holdman, clarinet, and Vincent Final, bassoon, will be visited in the C.M. Major Prize. On Feb. 14th, Olga, Joakim, William Goezer, and John Delaney, will join Hawkins in a double bass, and Dood and Doodle. Both concerts are open to the public free of charge.
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SJ's Squads Travel for Weekend Tests

By BILL CASH

Friday, February 20, 1970

contributing to eight varsity and two fresh starts today. Sun- day and next Tuesday.

However, with the suspension of the freshman baseball team and the varsity swimming contingents and golf teams, which will be in action today, SJ's varsity representation is basketball, baseball, gymnastics, wrestling and judo will be well

Have you really looked at yourself recently?

Bob Mann's
San Jose Health Club

Getting Married This Year?

RENT A TV

Esche's
251-2598

Howard says

sMayEbeburger

HOWARD'S CRYSTAL CREAMERY

7th & Santa Clara

7:00 AM-9:00 PM

Tues.-Sun.

If you don't bury it —

WASH IT!

ASTOR'S COIN-OP

AUTO WASH

322 E. SANTA CLARA

Open 24 hrs. 7 days a week.

BASKETBALL

SJ's unified varsity squad moved into the lead tonight for a PCAA rematch against Fresno in the cellars. The Spartans, assisted by the Bulldogs Thursday in the 84-77 game, have not been able to win their second broken-

20 come-come巽ng streak. SJ's now 53 for the season, in danger of losing another all-time one, the team, floor. The Spartans dropped to 18 losses to both the 1968-69 does its campaign.

Tuesday night Dan Gillen used numerous combinations of free-throwing to find one that prove loss-resistant. Sub-guard Rocky Gooch showed flashes of brilliance in scoring ten points while Coby Dietrick had another

...always yours with a Rolex Oyster Perpetual...
INTERCLASS WINNERS—(Above) Kirk Clayton (right) hits the tape ahead of John Carlos in the 75 yard dash in the major event of Wednesday's Intraclass Track Meet. Clayton set a new meet record of 7.2 in beating Carlos, the world's top sprinter. Others in the race were Jerry Williams, Steve Hathaway, Sam Caruthers and George Carpenter. (Below) Navid Matin (left) takes the tape ahead of Elimo Dees in the 660 with a 1:21.3. Myton meet record of 7.2 in beating Carlos, the world's top sprinter.

Hatchet Days

WASHINGsTON’S BIRTHDAY

Suits Hatchet Days Special

SPORTCOATS Hatchet Days Special

SWEATERS

SLACKS

An empty phrase? NO—a challenge to YOU!

Our Federal government "by the people" needs your help to:

Solve the problems of the cities

Improve the education of our people

Assure the reliability of foods and drugs

Reduce crime and its causes

Establish full equality for all Americans

Improve safety standards on our highways and airways

WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY

Hatchet Days

SALE

4 DAYS ONLY

4 DAYS ONLY

Suits Hatchet Days Special

65.00 to 85.00

69.50 to 100.00

110.00 to 120.00

Hatchet Days...

54.00

58.00

Dress Shirts

Short Sleeve

Long Sleeve

Values of 6.95

Values of 7.95

Sports Shirts Cotton Knits

Values to 8.95

Sweaters

Washington’s Birthday...

Washington’s Birthday...

Hatchet Days...

Hatchet Days...

Hatchet Days...

8:30 & 11 a.m. — Morning Worship

7 p.m. — Evening Service

Dr. Clarence E. Smith, Pastor

Barry Water, Announcement

For the complete collegiate experience—

First Baptist Church

6-32 & 11 a.m. — Morning Worship

9:45 a.m. — Morning Seminar

2 p.m. — Evening Service

Burlington Dept. (Sparks Tri-C) ...

San Antonio

9:45 a.m. — Morning Seminar

1:00 p.m. — Evening Service

Mark of S.J.C. Bldg., 3rd & S Antonio

WHERE IS HAWAII?

You ought to go to Hawaii, now, while it’s still here.

If your family won’t send you just to goof around, maybe they’ll send you for the University of Hawaii Summer Session.

If you’re 17 to 25, Adair University Study Tours will arrange excursions in Hawaii for you. We handle everything except registration and classes (although we’ll advise you on those, if you wish) at a moderate price.

Send in the coupon, and we’ll send you a free book, called "Where is Hawaii?" It’s a beautiful book. We think you’ll like it, and if after reading it you want to go, we’ll handle the arrangements.

Charles Hyatt by Mabel Hyatt are available for those registering at the University of Hawaii, during the Adair Tours for Summer 1970.

Wen

Special

328

448

548

688

238

898

328

248

328

998

9.95

24.95 to 27.50

29.50 to 32.50

39.50 to 47.50

49.50 to 55.50

59.50 to 65.50

65.00 to 75.00

75.00 to 85.00

23.95 to 27.95

32.95 to 37.95

37.95 to 44.95

44.95 to 51.95

51.95 to 60.00

60.00 to 70.00

70.00 to 80.00

80.00 to 90.00

90.00 to 100.00

100.00 to 120.00

120.00 to 150.00

150.00 to 180.00

180.00 to 210.00

210.00 to 240.00

240.00 to 270.00

265.00 to 295.00

30.00 to 35.00

33.00 to 38.00

43.00 to 48.00

53.00 to 58.00

63.00 to 68.00

73.00 to 78.00

83.00 to 88.00

93.00 to 98.00

103.00 to 108.00

108.00 to 113.00

118.00 to 123.00

128.00 to 133.00

138.00 to 143.00

148.00 to 153.00

158.00 to 163.00

168.00 to 173.00

178.00 to 183.00

188.00 to 193.00

198.00 to 203.00
**Spartan Daily Classifieds**

**ANNOUNCEMENTS (01)**

- **PERSONAL SPECIALIST** - A well-versed individual required for the Film and Video Production Department. Responsible for preparing and maintaining film and video equipment and supplies. Experience in film production and a strong technical background are essential. For more information, contact John Smith at 555-1234.

- **HEALTH WANTED** - A health enthusiast seeks to join a community health group. Interested in volunteer work and promoting health initiatives. Contact Jane Doe at 555-1234.

- **DEPART.COM FOR RENT** - A spacious three-bedroom apartment available for rent. Located near the University, close to all amenities. Contact John Doe at 555-1234.

**HELP WANTED (01)**

- **HEALTH CARE PROVIDER WANTED** - A company is seeking a qualified health care provider for a part-time position. Experience in the health care field is preferred. Contact John Smith at 555-1234.

- **MANAGER WANTED** - A local business is looking for a manager to oversee daily operations. Experience in management is required. Contact John Smith at 555-1234.

**SALES (01)**


**PERSONAL (01)**

- **MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS WANTED** - A musician is looking for rare and vintage musical instruments. Contact John Smith at 555-1234.
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